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MEMORANDUM THRU Commander, CJTF- , ATTN: C2 (AETV- CJ2), BG(P) Fast , Victory
Base, Iraq, APO AE 09342
Commander , CJTF- , ATTN: StaffJudge Advocate (AETV- JA), COL Warren , Victory Base
Iraq, APO AE 09342
FOR Commander, CJTF- 7 , LTG Sanchez , Victory Base , Iraq, APO AE 09342

SUBJECT: Request for Exception to CJTF- 7 Interrogation and Counter Resistance Policy

1. Request exception to the CJTF - 7 Interrogation and Counter Resistance Policy to authorize the
Joint Interrogation and Debriefing Center (IDle) interrogator to be authorized to use the Fear up
Harsh and isolation approaches during interrogations with the following detainee.
a. NatTIe:

b. ISN: 151363
c. Date request

employment of approach: As soon as possible.

years of age , captured in an
attempted lED attack in Baghdad , IZ. Detainee is an admitted foreign fighter who came to
d. Circumstances of

__while

capture: Detainee is a Syrian mate

commit Jihad against Coalition Forces in Iraq. He was captured

and

e. Assessment of

attempting to set up an lED.

with_,,_-

detainee: Detainee is at the point where he is resigned to the hope that

Allah will see him through this episode in his life , therefore he feels no need to speak with
interrogators. Detainee will not answer open ended questions, has a smug attitude and is running
counter approaches on interrogators. Detainee needs to be put in a position where he will feel
that the only option to get out of j ail is to speak with interrogators.

f. Potential information: Detainee can provide information related to safe houses
facilitators , financing, recruitment and operations of foreign fighter smuggling into Iraq.
Detainee can also potentially provide names and target information oflocal facilitators in ArRamadi. Detainee can also confirm information provided from others captured with him.
g. Limitations of approach: Detainee will be interrogated in the Catnp Vigilant Steel site.
Detainee argues that Allah is the only one that can decide his fate. Interrogators will establish
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control of detainee by allowing detainee to take this stance then implement a Fear up harsh
approach. Interrogators will reinforce the fact that we have attempted to help him time and time
again and that they are now putting it in Allah' s hands. Interrogators will at a maximum throw
tables , chairs, invade his personal space and continuously yell at the detainee. Interrogators will
not physically touch or harm the detainee, will take all necessary precautions that all thrown
obj ects are clear of the detainee and will not coerce the detainee in any way. If the detainee has
not broken yet, interrogators will move into the segregation phase of the approach. Interrogators
will coordinate with Military Police guards in the segregation area prior to initiation of this
phase. For the segregation phase of the approach the MPs will put an empty sandbag onto the
prisoners head before moving him out of Vigilant B. This measure will be for force protection
purposes and transporting the detainee to the segregation area by HMMWV. MPs will be
transporting the detainee with the interrogators present. During transportation , the Fear up Harsh
approach will be continued, highlighting the Allah factor. Interrogators will take all necessary
precautions in conjunction with the MPs to ensure detainee s safety during transport. Upon
arrival at site, MP guards will take him into custody. MP working dogs will be present and
barking during this phase. Detainee will be strip searched by guards with the empty sandbag
over his head for the safety of himself, prison guards , interrogators and other prisoners.
Interrogators will wait outside the room while detainee is strip searched. Interrogators will
watch from a distance while detainee is placed in the segregation cell. Detainee will be put on
the adjusted sleep schedule (attached) for 72 hours. Interrogations will be conducted
continuously during this 72 hour period. The approaches which will be used during this phase
will include, fear up harsh , pride and ego down , silence and loud music. Stress positions will
also be used in accordance with CJTF- 7 IROE in order to intensify the approach.
2. Thc approval for this approach is essential due to the information this detainee possesses. It
will greatly enhance and expedite the collection effort in support of CJTF - 7 Intelligence
requirements and could potentially save countless lives of American soldiers in the future.

3. P~C for this action is CPT Fitch , 20Sth MI Bde SJA at DNVT 302- 559- 4031 or via SIPR at
c5cm205misia~205mi. c5. army. smil.mil or CPT Wood , JIDC Interrogation OIC, at DNVT 302559- 1764 or via SlPR at
Carolyn. wood~us. army. smil.mil.

THOMAS M. PAPPAS
COL , MI
Commanding
Exception to the CJTF- 7 Interrogation and Counter Resistance Policy is granted/not granted.
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RICARDO S. SANCHEZ
LTG , USA
Commanding
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